


Dr. Massimo Hakim
Founder

Unlike other national and international roasters, our roots go back to the origins of coffee in 
Arab countries and extend into an international and contemporary portfolio of different 
blends, roasts and related products. We are not an ancient company but a dynamic team of 
professionals from all over the world who know how to face all the challenges of this culture 
in constant development and fast evolution. We are not satisfied with the inherited values 
after day, to the satisfaction of our customers who are our most important value for us. Our 
constant goal is to achieve the highest international standards and absolute perfection in 
the coffee specialty. We roast our coffee in Italy with a team of specialists who guarantee the 

best interpretation of our unique blends.
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Massimo Hakim
Founder, CEO, heart and soul of Caffè MIKAH, Massimo Hakim is a passiona-
te man, a dreamer, full of surprises, a man who knows how to taste, loves to 
enjoy the best of life but with a very precise, solid and concrete vision. His 
innate power as a communicator allows him to unite people all over the world 
with great ease through the simplicity of a cup of coffee, MIKAH of course.

Marketing man dedicates great commitment to the creation, development 
and constant attention and care of the MIKAH brand that comes from his 
strong personality and his desire to create a brand of “elegant goodness” 
without ever forgetting the quality of the product confirmed by his constant 
research of the best producers in the world that guarantee the “gour-
met”excellence of the MIKAH selections.

The growers approved by the MIKAH team of experts ensure the best result in 
the cup: a genuine taste with a pleasant and lasting aftertaste for an absolutely 
unique and special experience. He began his “coffee life”, as he likes to call it, 
with a small 5 kg roaster to arrive with great success in being present in over 
43 countries and in constant expansion.

From the field to the cup ... the mission is the meticulous care of the entire 
supply chain, the constant attention to detail to ensure an excellent coffee 
characterized by the personality and charm MIKAH.
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Valve Bags • 1000g • Whole Beans

Valve Bags • 1000g • Ground Coffee

Valve Bags • 250g • Whole Beans

Valve Bags • 250g • Ground Coffee

Tin • 250g • Whole Beans

Tin • 250g • Ground Coffee

Bags • 125g • Ground Coffee

Bags • 125g • Ground Flavored Coffee

Single Portion Coffee Pod • 7g

Nespresso* Compatible Capsules

OPERA BELLINO VIVALDO ROSSINO PICCANTO TÜRKÜ MILANO LAUDO ETERNO NATURA

Nespresso® is a registered trade mark of Societe Des Produits Nestle SA and is not related to HD srl or to MIKAH®. We have carefully and thoughtfully produced a coffee 
capsules that would never damage your Nespresso® machines, and brews with a high quality you've come to expect from MIKAH® coffee capsules.
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A blend of Arabica coffee from South America, Asia and a small 
percentage of Central Africa. Probably no Arabica alone can 
produce the same result. Medium body, sweet taste, very 
pleasant aroma that recalls the scent of freshly baked loaf with 
velvety cream. Elegant taste with prolonged effect characteri-
stics.

Valve Bags • 1000g • Whole Beans

Roasted and Packed in Italy

Valve Bags • 1000g • Ground Coffee
Valve Bags • 250g • Whole Beans
Valve Bags • 250g • Ground Coffee
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A blend of Arabica coffee from South America, Asia and a small 
percentage of Central Africa. Probably no Arabica alone can 
produce the same result. Medium body, sweet taste, very 
pleasant aroma that recalls the scent of freshly baked loaf with 
velvety cream. Elegant taste with prolonged effect characteri-
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Valve Bags • 1000g • Whole Beans
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Espresso Ristretto
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Bellino is a superb blend of washed Arabica grain types from 
the Caribbean and Kappi-Royal 17 Robusta from the Chandra-
giri plantation in Karnataka, India. We are proud to import these 
origins that characterize and differentiate our style of coffee. A 
medium roasting procedure allows obtaining a uniform aroma 
and incorporating their opposite qualities to form an exceptio-
nal blend for a perfect northern Italian style espresso. The 
Bellino blend is characterized by a great personality: tenacious, 
durable and free of bitter nuances, dedicated to those who 
appreciate the quality of Arabica but at the same time seek a 
slight note of dark chocolate for an aftertaste with an extraordi-
nary effect.

Valve Bags • 1000g • Whole Beans

Roasted and Packed in Italy

Valve Bags • 1000g • Ground Coffee
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Bellino is a superb blend of washed Arabica grain types from 
the Caribbean and Kappi-Royal 17 Robusta from the Chandra-
giri plantation in Karnataka, India. We are proud to import these 
origins that characterize and differentiate our style of coffee. A 
medium roasting procedure allows obtaining a uniform aroma 
and incorporating their opposite qualities to form an exceptio-
nal blend for a perfect northern Italian style espresso. The 
Bellino blend is characterized by a great personality: tenacious, 
durable and free of bitter nuances, dedicated to those who 
appreciate the quality of Arabica but at the same time seek a 
slight note of dark chocolate for an aftertaste with an extraordi-
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Valve Bags • 1000g • Ground Coffee
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Vivaldo combines the best origin coffee from the world’s 
premier growing regions, each imparting it’s distinctive regional 
characteristics while still effortlessly rounding into a smooth, 
balanced cup. Flavorful, medium roasted, and surprisingly 
satisfying.

Valve Bags • 1000g • Whole Beans

Roasted and Packed in Italy

Valve Bags • 1000g • Ground Coffee
Valve Bags • 250g • Whole Beans
Valve Bags • 250g • Ground Coffee
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ROSSINO
All Day, All Night
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Wake your senses – Rossino is a dream of Arabica and Robu-
sta beans expressly formulated for lovers of American coffee or 
cafe crema. This fantastic blend is available in all types of 
ground or whole coffee beans. Full body, perfect aroma and low 
acidity is truly a dream - all day and all night long.

Valve Bags • 1000g • Whole Beans

Roasted and Packed in Italy

Valve Bags • 1000g • Ground Coffee
Valve Bags • 250g • Whole Beans
Valve Bags • 250g • Ground Coffee
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Our decaffeinated 100% Arabica coffee blend.
A proposal for those who love to have coffee at any time of the day.
An intense and balanced aroma in perfect Mikah style. A creamy 
espresso even without caffeine? Try Piccanto!

We often hear that decaf is not comparable to real coffee. The truth is 
that a bad coffee, once decaffeinated, remains bad; a good coffee, on 
the other hand, stays good. Piccanto does not contain chemical 
residues due to the decaffeination process; this allows us to have a 
lighter coffee, 97% caffeine free.

Medium-bodied blend with light acidity, and a well-balanced aftertaste.

Roasted and Packed in Italy
Valve Bags • 250g • Whole Beans
Valve Bags • 250g • Ground Coffee
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100% Arabica Brazilian coffee, finely ground. An excellent product to be 
prepared with the traditional method in a Turkish coffee pot. Taste and 
enjoy this moment with the authentic taste of medium roasted coffee, 
blended following the ancient methods, to offer you the originality of the 
famous Turkish coffee, as it was created and made for the first time 
when it was discovered in the Middle Ages.

Roasted and Packed in Italy
Bags • 125g • Ground Coffee

TÜRKÜ
Amazon’s Choice
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In addition to the Classic variant and the exclusive Cardamom 
and Mastic Gum fragrances, today TÜRKÜ is also available in 
Coconut flavoured, which combines an exotic note with the 
traditional ritual of Turkish coffee, and with the delicious and 
spicy Cinnamon and Cardamom fragrance, for a more oriental 
journey. immersive and exhilarating.

Roasted and Packed in Italy
Bags • 125g • Flavored Ground Coffee

TÜRKÜ
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CLASSIC
125g Bag

Ground Coffee

CARDAMOM
125g Bag

Flavored Ground Coffee

MASTIC GUM
125g Bag

Flavored Ground Coffee

COCONUT
125g Bag

Flavored Ground Coffee

CINNAMON &
CARDAMOM

125g Bag
Flavored Ground Coffee

Amazon’s Choice
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Urban Coffee A
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A creamy coffee with a rich and harmonious taste. For the 
typical coffee break during a shopping day. Today you can also 
enjoy it at home, maybe while watching your favorite series!

Taste a great variety of beans from different origins, selected by 
our excellent skilled experts. Exquisite pleasure, created to 
satisfy lovers of full-bodied coffee.

Valve Bags • 1000g • Whole Beans

Roasted and Packed in Italy

Valve Bags • 1000g • Ground Coffee
Valve Bags • 250g • Whole Beans
Valve Bags • 250g • Ground Coffee
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A creamy coffee with a rich and harmonious taste. For the 
typical coffee break during a shopping day. Today you can also 
enjoy it at home, maybe while watching your favorite series!

Taste a great variety of beans from different origins, selected by 
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Flute Espresso A
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The coffee blend praised by baristas! Composed of 70% fine 
robusta coffee and 30% selected arabica coffee, it offers an 
intense and consistent taste with notes of dark chocolate and 
caramel. 

Its velvety creaminess allows it to be enjoyed even in an 
elegant flute! Also ideal for cappuccinos and latte macchiatos. 
Discover the perfect choice for demanding palates and treat 
yourself to an unparalleled taste experience.

Valve Bags • 1000g • Whole Beans

Roasted and Packed in Italy

Valve Bags • 1000g • Ground Coffee
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The coffee blend praised by baristas! Composed of 70% fine 
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Valve Bags • 1000g • Whole Beans

Roasted and Packed in Italy

Valve Bags • 1000g • Ground Coffee

"Eterno" is the new sublime 100% Arabica coffee blend that 
promises a unique experience. A flavor that reflects excellence 
and elegance, with its incredibly rich and complex notes. Extre-
mely persistent on the palate, "Eterno" is composed of 8 highly 
prized certified coffee origins. Every sip reveals a symphony of 
flavors, offering an unparalleled sensory journey for coffee 
lovers. "Eterno" is an elite and flavorful coffee world that will 
remain alive in memory.
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mely persistent on the palate, "Eterno" is composed of 8 highly 
prized certified coffee origins. Every sip reveals a symphony of 
flavors, offering an unparalleled sensory journey for coffee 
lovers. "Eterno" is an elite and flavorful coffee world that will 
remain alive in memory.
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Natura, symbol of the biological world. Natura is a bio-organic 
blend made from the best origins, cultivated in sustainable 
agriculture certified companies.

Roasted according to MIKAH tradition, to offer you unique 
emotions in every cup of Natura.
 
Check the authenticity of your product on our blockchain!

Valve Bags • 1000g • Whole Beans

Roasted and Packed in Italy

Valve Bags • 1000g • Ground Coffee
Valve Bags • 250g • Whole Beans
Valve Bags • 250g • Ground Coffee
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COFFEE CAPSULES
Practical and comfortable capsules for your Nespresso® system, with the unmistakable 
Mikah taste. Try them in the variants: decaffeinated Piccanto or Vivaldo Espresso 
Forte. Also available in kit with “Tempo” capsule holder as a gift.



VIVALDO
Coffee Capsules
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Our most popular coffee blend at the bar. A full-bodied classic 
Italian espresso, prepared with the best qualities of Arabica 
and Robusta for an intense aroma to be discovered.

Vivaldo N.3 - Espresso Forte combines the best coffee origins, 
grown in the most important regions of the world. Each of which 
gives distinctive characteristics that stand out even more in the 
cup, rounding off the bouquet of the blend. Balanced, fruity 
blend with the elegant taste of chocolate that persists after the 
first sip, making the experience surprisingly satisfying.

Roasted and Packed in Italy

* Nespresso® is a registered trade mark of Societe Des Produits Nestle SA and is not related to HD srl or to MIKAH®
Box • 10 Capsules • Item Code: MH.ICC100S
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Roasted and Packed in Italy
Box • 10 Capsules • Item Code: MH.ICC100S

PICCANTO
Decaffeinated Capsules
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Our decaffeinated 100% Arabica coffee blend. A proposal for 
those who love to have coffee at any time of the day. An intense 
and balanced aroma in perfect Mikah style. A creamy espresso 
even without caffeine? Try Piccanto!

We often hear that decaf is not comparable to real coffee. The 
truth is that a bad coffee, once decaffeinated, remains bad; a 
good coffee, on the other hand, stays good. Piccanto does not 
contain chemical residues due to the decaffeination process; 
this allows us to have a lighter coffee, 97% caffeine free.

* Nespresso® is a registered trade mark of Societe Des Produits Nestle SA and is not related to HD srl or to MIKAH®

 

Stylish and elegant Cans with a unique design, each having - Save aroma - 
lead to conserve better the freshness of coffee. MIKAH tins will contribute in 
the decoration of your kitchen shelves, adding some MIKAH style and vibes. 
The coffee inside is the same coffee we are selling in the 1 kg bag.   

MIKAH CANS
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ROSSINO
250g Can

PICCANTO
250g Can

MILANO
250g Can

NATURA
250g Can
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Who said instant coffee can't compete with 
traditional coffee? Try Mikah Instant Coffee and 
decide for yourself! Perfect for traveling, you can 
enjoy your coffee break in just an instant.

When you are craving a quick but tasty latte, Instant 
Coffee Classic is for you. A couple of teaspoons in 
hot milk and it's ready! Do you prefer a strong and 
decisive flavor? Then choose Instant Coffee 
Premium

Instant Coffee is a soluble preparation obtained from 
a special selection of precious coffees treated 
according to Mikah tradition for a new way of 
experiencing the coffee break.

Classic • 100g glass jar
Premium • 100g glass jar
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WHITE CHOCOLATE
Bag 1Kg

DARK CHOCOLATE
Bag 1Kg

HOT
CLASSIC
CHOCOLATE
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE

Mikah Gourmet hot chocolate products are extracted 
from the best plantations and blended with excellent 
cocoa varieties, to satisfy the requests of the most 
demanding international palates, always remaining 
faithful to the noble tradition of chocolate.

GOURMET
ITALIAN
HOT CHOCOLATE

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
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CHILLI PEPPER
Bag 1Kg

CARAMEL
Bag 1Kg

ORANGE & CINNAMON
Bag 1Kg

MINT
Bag 1Kg

STRAWBERRY
Bag 1Kg

HOT FLAVORED
CHOCOLATE
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE

FRAPPÈ
Bag 1Kg

NEW

Frappe mix powder for 
professionals gourmet 
flavored drinks 

FRAPPÈ
GOURMET
ICED
COFFEE

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
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Limited Edition Collection

Tempo
TAKE YOUR “TEMPO”
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Limited edition cans designed to add a touch of color to your home environment. Use them to store your coffee, your 
capsules or whatever you want; there are no limits to the imagination. Inside you will find a bag of our 250g ground 
coffee blend and, as per Mikah tradition, a little surprise from our range of gadgets. Collect them all!

Adagio Vivace Vivo Tenuto Allegro
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Classic
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Refined can in authentic Mikah style. Made entirely of metal, 
you can use it in a thousand ways: in the kitchen to store 
ground coffee, for spices, or for anything your imagination 
suggests.

MIKAH Classic contain:
• MIKAH®  ground coffee blend 250g
+ Limited edition MIKAH® accessories

Moka
BLACK
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Elegant and unique, our way of seeing the 
classic moka coffee maker. Entirely made in 
Italy with the highest quality materials, Mikah 
Black Moka will add an extra touch of charm to 
your kitchen. For 3 coffee cups

MIKAH BLACK CLASSIC MOKA
Item code: MH.MOKACLASS
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SINGLE
ORIGINS
Mikah team continuously researching and 
selecting special coffees, to continuously 
provide innovative products and coffees 
with character that can satisfy the most 
refined palates.
Single Origins Coffee are supplied in micro 
lots, they are available until the lot is 
finished.

We offer private label service, so you can 
customize your Single Origin Coffee bag.

INDONESIA
BLUE BATAK

Coffee Beans 200g

PANAMA
BOQUETE

Coffee Beans 200g

PANAMA
GEISHA

Coffee Beans 200g

ETHIOPIA
GUJI - HAMBELLA

Coffee Beans 200g

SINGLE ORIGINS
Orders will be available while stocks last
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ETHIOPIA
LIMU

Coffee Beans 200g

COLOMBIA
MICROLOT

Coffee Beans 200g

GUATEMALA
NATURAL

Coffee Beans 200g

TROPICAL
BLEND

Coffee Beans 200g

Orders will be available while stocks last

SINGLE ORIGINS
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Orders will be available while stocks last

SINGLE ORIGINS EAR HANGING

MEXICO
ALTURA

10x Single Service Sachet (11g)

PANAMA
BOQUETE

10x Single Service Sachet (11g)

INDIA
DEVAGIRI

10x Single Service Sachet (11g)

Discover a whole new way to enjoy your coffee. The 
finest single origins in single serving sachets, to be 
prepared with the innovative "Ear Hanging" system. 
Have fun feeling the tasting notes like true coffee 
professionals!

EAR HANGING



Orders will be available while stocks last
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ALTURA

10x Single Service Sachet (11g)
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Orders will be available while stocks last

SINGLE ORIGINS EAR HANGING

INDONESIA
BLUE BATAK

10x Single Service Sachet (11g)

ETHIOPIA
SIDAMO SALOMON

10x Single Service Sachet (11g)

TROPICAL
SYMPHONIES (Blend)

10x Single Service Sachet (11g)
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ALMOND
Glass Bottle 1L

AMARETTO
Glass Bottle 1L

BANANA
Glass Bottle 1L

BLACKCURRANT
Glass Bottle 1L

BLACKBERRY
Glass Bottle 1L

BLUE CURAÇAO
Glass Bottle 1L

BLUEBERRY
Glass Bottle 1L

BUBBLE GUM
Glass Bottle 1L

BATTERFLY PEA
Glass Bottle 1L

CANE SUGAR
Glass Bottle 1L
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CARAMEL
Glass Bottle 1L

CINNAMON
Glass Bottle 1L

COCONUT
Glass Bottle 1L

CUCUMBER
Glass Bottle 1L

ELDERFLOWER
Glass Bottle 1L

GREEN APPLE
Glass Bottle 1L

HAZELNUT
Glass Bottle 1L

KIWI
Glass Bottle 1L

HIBISCUS
Glass Bottle 1L

LAVENDER
Glass Bottle 1L
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MANGO
Glass Bottle 1L

MINT
Glass Bottle 1L

MOJITO
Glass Bottle 1L

ORZATA
Glass Bottle 1L

PASSION FRUIT
Glass Bottle 1L

PEACH
Glass Bottle 1L

PINEAPPLE
Glass Bottle 1L

POMEGRANATE
Glass Bottle 1L

RASPBERRY
Glass Bottle 1L

ROSE
Glass Bottle 1L
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ROSEMARY
Glass Bottle 1L

SALTED CARAMEL
Glass Bottle 1L

STRAWBERRY
Glass Bottle 1L

TRIPLE SEC
Glass Bottle 1L

TROPICAL
Glass Bottle 1L

VANILLA
Glass Bottle 1L

WATERMELON
Glass Bottle 1L

WHITE CHOCOLATE
XXX - Glass Bottle 1L

LEMON
Glass Bottle 1L
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Premium fruit purees ideal for the preparation of 
delicious cocktails and long drinks. With a high 
concentration of real fruit, Mikah Premium Mix 
Fruit guarantees the authentic and genuine taste 
of fresh fruit all year round!
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STRAWBERRY
HDPE Bottle 1Kg

MARACUJA
HDPE Bottle 1Kg

WILDBERRY
HDPE Bottle 1Kg

COCONUT
HDPE Bottle 1Kg

MANGO
HDPE Bottle 1Kg

DATES
HDPE Bottle 1Kg

PEACH
HDPE Bottle 1Kg

YUZU
HDPE Bottle 1Kg

PINK GRAPEFRUIT
HDPE Bottle 1Kg
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Discover the captivating taste of our topping 
sauces. Dedicated to the world of bartending and 
pastry, with their 2.5 kg format you can create 
countless masterpieces.



STRAWBERRY
PE Bottle 1Kg

VANILLA
PE Bottle 1Kg

CARAMEL
PE Bottle 1Kg

DARK CHOCOLATE
PE Bottle 1Kg

HAZELNUT
PE Bottle 1Kg

PISTACHIO
PE Bottle 1Kg

WHITE CHOCOLATE
HDPE Bottle 2,5Kg

CARAMEL
HDPE Bottle 2,5Kg

CHOCOLATE
HDPE Bottle 2,5Kg

SALTED CARAMEL
HDPE Bottle 2,5Kg
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MACHINES
With Mikah you can choose to buy or rent espresso coffee machines for 
professional use. Contact us to check availability!

Espresso Coffee



MACHINES
With Mikah you can choose to buy or rent espresso coffee machines for 
professional use. Contact us to check availability!

Espresso Coffee BLACK SERIES

Mikah is the exclusive distributor of Reneka coffee machines for Africa and 
the Middle East.
Discover the Viva and Life ranges in new colors thanks to the Black Series 
option. Available in High Cup, these new black fronts offer elegance and 
sobriety. They will integrate perfectly into your more modern spaces.



ZOE

The coincidence of the chassis with the body makes Zoe a unique and incredibly solid 
machine, the addition of a range of bright colors to choose from then crowns it as a model 
of versatility. Zoe, with its versatility and compactness, will certainly be able to integrate 
into any environment, standing out with a unique personality and originality, the one you 
want to color it with.



ZOE

The coincidence of the chassis with the body makes Zoe a unique and incredibly solid 
machine, the addition of a range of bright colors to choose from then crowns it as a model 
of versatility. Zoe, with its versatility and compactness, will certainly be able to integrate 
into any environment, standing out with a unique personality and originality, the one you 
want to color it with.

FIAT GT

A traditional coffee machine perfect for any setting.
Made with the highest quality materials and characterized by a sophisticated and robust 
design, Mikah - Fiat GT represents the beating heart of a professional barista, capable of 
creating the most delicious and authentic coffee beverages.



ALPHA BL 100

Choosing ALPHA BL-100 means choosing the certainty of always offering a cup of coffee 
that lives up to expectations. Its systems for optimising extraction have been designed to 
express the full aroma of the blend with simplicity, guaranteeing the utmost quality in final 
results, as well as ease of use and durability. ALPHA BL-100 has been designed to 
guarantee high performance and to be long-lasting.

HERCULES

Treat your guests to coffee brewed with freshly roasted beans at any time...
Thanks to the new fully automatic Hercules, you can enjoy high quality coffee from freshly 
roasted beans at the touch of a button.
The 10" colour touch screen with Android system is easy to operate.
The human-computer interaction mode brings personalisation and advertising options.



HERCULES

Treat your guests to coffee brewed with freshly roasted beans at any time...
Thanks to the new fully automatic Hercules, you can enjoy high quality coffee from freshly 
roasted beans at the touch of a button.
The 10" colour touch screen with Android system is easy to operate.
The human-computer interaction mode brings personalisation and advertising options.



 SLK200

Make Cappuccino and Latte much faster than you imagine!
Coffee and milk foam at the same time.
6L large water tank ideal for large offices.
7" LCD touch screen, android system, more functional application available
1000 g large bean funnel.



A new range of professional products, a must-have 
for the cleaning and maintenance of your coffee 
machines and equipment. For always perfect coffees 
and cappuccinos.
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A concentrated and powerful solution to effectively remove 
coffee residues in the brew group, in every passage of the 
water. It can be used daily to keep the coffee machine in excel-
lent health and always efficient.

HDPE Can - Powder 600g

• PROFESSIONAL USE
• EXTREME SOLUBILITY
• DEEP CLEANING
• WITH ACTIVE OXYGEN

CLEANING
POWDER
For Coffee Machines



Highly concentrated detergent with a strong specialty cleaning 
effect for coffee machines & milk frother devices.

HDPE Can - Powder 500g
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• FOR DAILY USE
• EXTREME SOLUBILITY
• SIMPLE DOSING
• MEASURING CUP INCLUDED
• PROFESSIONAL USE
• INTENSIVE SANITIZER
• DEEP CLEANING
• NON CORROSIVE

CLEANING
POWDER
For Milk Systems



Remove any residual coffee beans from
the coffee grinder.

HDPE Can - natural grain based ingredients 400g
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• DEEP CLEANING
• FOOD SAFE
• NATURAL COMPONENTS
• SIMPLE TO USE
• PROFESSIONAL USE
• REMOVES COFFEE RESIDUE
• REMOVES ODOURS

GRINDER
CLEANER
Natural Grains
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An even more concentrated and powerful formula for thorough 
cleaning of your coffee machine. Removes and degreases the 
brew group from coffee residues and oils. It can be used daily to 
keep the coffee machine in excellent health and always 
efficient.

HDPE Can - 150 Tablets of 1,7g 



Special cleaner and descaler for coffee machines.
highly effective formula, protect your machine materials.

HDPE Bottle - 270ml
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DOUBLE
CLEANER
Clean and Descale



MAKE YOUR
COFFEE LIKE A PRO



MAKE YOUR
COFFEE LIKE A PRO

We constantly increase our line of Mikah-style accessories, to provide solutions tailored to the different needs of our international 
retailers, to restaurateurs, dedicated to their customers. This range of accessories and merchandising is constantly updated with 
unique and limited offers in order to satisfy the individual needs of our customers. We develop and customize shoppers, cups, 
sachets of sugar and other items at the specific request of our customers according to their needs. 

MERCHANDISING
Equipment and

ESPRESSO CUP
Our cups are available in different sizes,

75ml, 250ml, 350ml 

TAKE AWAY CUP
Paper cup available in diffrent size:

80ml, 250ml, 350ml 



PRO DIGITAL SCALE
Pour Over, Siphon, Aeropress,

Espresso extractions

MILK PITCHER

To get the right coffee preparation, you need the right tools. For this reason, Mikah 
offers a range of equipment, which will allow you to always obtain a perfect and 
correctly prepared coffee. Improve your barista skills!

EQUIPMENT

MANUAL COFFEE GRINDER
Premium coffee grinder, available in

stainless steel and in the refined wood finish.



NAPKIN HOLDER MIKAH SUGAR MIKAH SPOONCAPSULE MACHINE HOT CHOCOLATE MACHINE



Our mugs can accompany you throughout the day: in the morning for a good 
cup of coffee, a nice cappuccino or a juice; during the day for a good tea, an 
herbal tea. And the evening? There are those who also use them for wine!

MIKAH MUG



MIKAH MUG - STYLE COLLECTION



MIKAH MUG - SPRING COLLECTION





#MIKAHMOMENTS
#MikahMoments Street Coffee is a MIKAH project that allows you to sell our 
exquisite coffee everywhere with the traditional concept of “Street coffee”. A 
structure characterized by a strong visual impact and equipped with all the 
necessary equipment to offer customers the unique and authentic emotion of 
true Italian espresso! #MikahMoments Strees Coffee can be purchased with 
an “all inclusive” option that includes coffee, machinery and accessories. 
Available in two sizes. Contact us for more information!

Street Coffee
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BECOME A DISTRIBUTOR
Be part of our success story, become member of MIKAH Family. 
Reach to be #1 in your country! 

CONTACT US:

HD srl
Headquarter Via Aurelio Saffi 34, 20123 Milan, ITALY
Operative Headquarter, via dell'Artigianato 6/8, 27043 Broni (PV), Italy
Tel: +39 0385 - 99 009 Email: export@mikah.it

Middle East P.O. Box
121799. Dubai - United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4299 9809 | Email: export@mikah.it

Regional Office Rm 725. North Part of Building A6 Court
No.9. Fungyuannan Street. Chaoyang District. Beijing Zip: 100016



MEMORIES
If I think back to 1984 when we started in a small shop in Milan and think about 
today and our presence in many important countries in the world that allow us to 
serve hundreds of thousands of coffee every day, you can’t imagine the joy I feel.

Yes, sometimes it was hard, it is and probably it will still be but the satisfaction for 
the quality we have achieved with our coffee and the growing success it is 
obtaining, reward us for every sacrifice made. Today I can say that it was really 
worth it. Many kilometers every year to visit plantations, customers, fairs ... in 
2019 over 600.000 km made my journey with Mikah wonderful.

Happy, satisfied and grateful that we found clients like you who believed in Mikah 
and gave us the opportunity to test ourselves, share our passion with you and 
show you that we can meet your expectations.

From day one our promise was to keep the quality level high to be the best Italian 
coffee brand and today I can say that we have kept the promise while always 
respecting our standards. Thanks to all of you for being part of this wonderful 
journey of mine!  



mikahworld.com


